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Abstract. Applications increasingly combine cloud storage, edge caches, and local storage to host and share data.
They do so, however, in ad-hoc ways, producing a landscape of point solutions that solve similar problems. This
paper describes an alternative approach that composes
storage systems in a general, but configurable way. The
resulting system, called Syndicate, factors out data consistency, system security, and storage policies in a coherent manner, allowing developers to control these functions independent of the underlying storage. This paper
describes Syndicate’s design, and in particular, its novel
consistency protocol. It also evaluates a PlanetLab-based
deployment of Syndicate, showing that it introduces a
small amount of overhead relative to directly using underlying storage mechanisms.
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possibly offline access. Once these capabilities are met,
the remaining desirable functionality is wide-area consistency, storage layer security, and storage policy enforcement. Syndicate introduces a new Metadata Service and
storage middleware that provides this functionality in a
general, configurable way.
The second reason is that leveraging existing services
is more than just taking advantage of someone having already implemented the corresponding functionality. More importantly, doing so also leverages a globallydeployed and professionally-operated instantiation of
that functionality. Deploying and operating a global service, even with the availability of geographically distributed VMs, is an onerous task. Syndicate side-steps
that problem by using existing storage and caches, and
in the process, significantly lowers the barrier-to-entry to
constructing a customized, global storage service.
The thorniest problem Syndicate faces is contending with the weak consistency offered by edge caches.
Namely, the cache operator, not the application, ultimately decides what constitutes “stale” data for eviction
purposes, making it difficult to rely on cache control directives. Rather than trying to avoid caches, we intentionally incorporate them into the solution due to the tangible benefits they offer. Already, enterprises deploy onsite caching proxies to accelerate Web access for users,
content providers employ global CDNs to distribute content to millions of readers, and ISPs deploy CDNs in
their access networks to avoid transferring frequentlyrequested data over expensive links [18, 23, 45].
Our key insight into composing existing storage and
caching services is that we should avoid treating them as
first-class components. Instead, we must treat them as interchangeable utilities, distinguishable only by how well
they provide their unique capabilities. Then, applications
select services arbitrarily, and layer consistency, security,
and policies “on top” of them with Syndicate. By doing
so, we provide them a virtual cloud storage service.
Our key contribution is a novel consistency protocol,

Introduction

The cloud is changing how users store and access data.
This is true for both legacy applications that are migrating local data into the cloud, and for emerging cloudhosted applications that use a combination of content distribution networks (CDNs) and client-side local storage
to achieve scalability. In both cases, the goal is to compose existing storage and caching services to implement
scalable storage for the application. However, the challenges in doing so are to keep data consistent, keep the
storage layer secure, and enforce storage policies across
services. This paper presents Syndicate, a wide-area storage system that meets these challenges in a general, coherent manner.
There are two reasons to compose existing services to
implement scalable storage. First, if we factor a scalable
storage system by the capabilities of existing services, it
is interesting to ask what extra functionality is needed,
and how is it best provided? Our strategy is to use cloud
storage for durability and scalable capacity, edge caches
(CDNs and caching proxies) for scalable read bandwidth
and reduced upstream load, and local storage for fast,
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employed in both the data plane and control plane, that
achieves this end. With this protocol, Syndicate overcomes the weak consistency of edge caches in the data
plane while continuing to leverage the benefits they offer. It also lets Syndicate leverage caches in the control
plane to scalably distribute certificates and signed executable code to middleware end-points, in order to secure the data plane and enforce data storage policies in a
trusted manner.
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word-processing systems like Google Docs [27]. In all
cases, a set of users read and write a set of documents,
and the system provides an interface for user-driven conflict resolution.
Nevertheless, there are cases where the trustworthiness of their underlying storage systems limit their applicability. For example, hosting medical documents may
require keeping a verifiable edit history and implementing certain privacy requirements. As another example,
some organizations require online edits to be mirrored to
private servers (as offered in [11]).
Ideally, a user could bring her own trusted storage system for hosting her writes. Then, the application writes
her edits to it (with her permission), and makes them visible to a scalable number of readers by routing their requests to them through edge caches. However, a layer of
abstraction will be necessary to separate user-facing features from user-given providers, and ensure readers do
not receive stale data from edge caches.

Usage Scenarios

Syndicate is meant for applications that handle a scalable
read/write workload in interactive settings, where local
storage, cloud storage, and edge caches have complementary roles to play. To motivate its design, we explore
three application domains that currently rely on pointsolutions, and argue that an equivalent solution can be
built from existing systems by layering the proper functionality over them. A concluding subsection summarizes the common themes in how this missing functionality is applied.

2.1

2.3

An alternative approach to giving employees corporate
computers is to let them bring their own devices, and
have them run a corporate OS in a VM while they are at
work. Employees download their VM images when they
begin the day, and periodically save their sessions until
they leave. VDI systems exploit the fact that VM images
do not change much between sessions [13] and have only
one writer (the user) to achieve scalable VM deployment
through local and on-site VM block caching.
While some VDI implementations [14, 42] use
system-specific infrastructure, the ideal scenario is to let
the corporation choose the cache and storage providers
that best meet their business needs. The VDI infrastructure is not desirable if there already exists proven inhouse infrastructure—not only for caching and storage,
but also for VM security and identity management.

Scientific Datasets

Tens of thousands of computers work together to process multi-terabyte data sets; several genomic sequencing data sets being illustrative examples [24, 41, 1, 64].
Researchers run small experiments in their labs on local
workstations and clusters, but run large experiments on
powerful cloud computing platforms and scalable grids
of donated computers in the wide-area. At the same time,
they share findings with collaborators, archive working
data sets in cloud storage, and submit vetted results for
integration into the original data set.
A hodge-podge of point-solutions have been developed to address various aspects of scientific data storage,
but no coherent solution has emerged. In an ideal world,
researchers would keep relevant data on their local workstations for fast access, and seamlessly stream data from
the main data set on an as-needed basis (as in [47]). The
data sets would support a scalable number of readers by
employing edge caches (as in [10]), provided that readers
are guaranteed to receive fresh data. Results from authorized grid computers would be sanitized and uploaded to
researcher-chosen storage when it is cost-effective to do
so (as in [35]). Cloud storage providers would be selected based on how expensive it is to transfer data to
computing infrastructure later on.

2.2

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure

2.4

Observations

Our goal is for Syndicate to be flexible enough to serve
as the storage layer for these and similar applications, allowing them to take advantage of existing services rather
than having to create point solutions. The challenge is to
layer the required functionality on top of the existing services, and to this end, we observe three common themes
in how these applications use storage.
First, once consistency requirements are met, the value
of edge caches is to improve data locality. In all three examples, the systems are able to scale in the number of
reads because data naturally propagates to points in the
Internet that are “closer” to readers, without the application having to do any extra work. This implies that

Collaborative Document Sharing

Collaborative document sharing is widely used today,
from version control systems like git [63] to online
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the storage layer should opportunistically exploit them
for read performance, but handle consistency separately.
It also suggests that the storage layer speaks HTTP and
addresses object chunks and metadata with URIs.
Second, once write performance and storage policies
are met, the value of cloud storage providers is to enhance data durability. As seen in these examples, the
storage policies (including privacy) can be so specific
that it is unrealistic to expect a provider to enforce them.
This suggests that the virtual storage layer should do so
itself, and treat a cloud storage provider as public stable
storage with no functional guarantees. This requires the
application to trust it to do so correctly, however.
Third, data consistency is application-specific, but
metadata consistency has general requirements. Because
reads and writes must be routed to the correct data objects for these applications to work, an object name
(URI) must refer to at most one object at all times. This
means updates to the object namespace must be atomic
with respect to reads and writes. Since Syndicate will
be used in interactive workloads, the application must be
able to structure and search the namespace dynamically.
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applications by managing object data. The SGs coordinate to meet consistency, security, and storage policies
via a shared MS, which itself manages object metadata
and facilitates Volume administration.
The SG comes in three variants, depending on how it
interfaces with the outside world:
User SG: Interfaces with user/application processes in
order to implement the Volume abstraction. Responds to both locally generated read/write requests
and read/write requests from peer SGs. Our prototype offers three application-facing interfaces: a
FUSE [21] filesystem, a RESTful Web object store,
and a Hadoop Filesystem [53] front-end.
Replica SG: Uploads written data to cloud storage
providers on behalf of the Volume, and later downloads it and serves it to edge caches on demand. Responds to read/write requests from peer SGs, but
does not generate any local requests. Our prototype currently supports Amazon S3 [5], Dropbox [19], Box.net [11], Google Drive [28], Amazon
Glacier [5], and local disk as back-end storage.
Acquisition SG: Maps existing data sets into one or
more Volumes as a read-only directory hierarchy.
Responds to read (but not write) requests from peer
SGs, but does not generate any local requests. Our
prototype currently supports GenBank [24], Common Crawl [15], and M-Lab [40] data sets.

Design

Syndicate defines a cloud storage abstraction, called a
Volume, that organizes application data across underlying storage. An object written to a Volume is stored in
its cloud storage providers according to application storage policies, and later delivered to readers via its edge
cache providers. Within a Volume, objects are organized
into a filesystem-like directory hierarchy, with an additional control interface that lets administrators trade-off
read performance and data consistency.
Syndicate’s consistency protocol is central to implementing the Volume abstraction, since the protocol covers its data, metadata, and control plane information. We
describe the protocol in two phases. First, we assume
that the relevant components have fresh metadata, and
show how they use it to overcome weak cache consistency without losing the benefits edge caches offer. Second, we show how they obtain fresh metadata in a scalable manner. We then show how Syndicate implements
fault tolerance, storage layer security, and storage policies, using the consistency protocol to distribute the necessary control plane information.

3.1

Although there are three variants of the SG, they all play
the same role in the larger Syndicate design, and so we
do not distinguish among them unless critical to understanding the system.
In a typical deployment (Figure 1), an application has
one MS, and places its objects into one or more Volumes.
Each host runs an SG locally for each Volume to which it
has access, so processes only see the intended data. The
application developer deploys additional SG instances to
allow the application to store and later retrieve data from
cloud storage, and to optionally read (but not write to)
external existing data sets.

3.2

Object Data and Consistency

To manage a scalable number of objects, Syndicate divides responsibility for them among the SGs in the Volume. Each object in Syndicate is assigned one SG to act
as its coordinator. A coordinator has two responsibilities:
implementing data plane consistency with the help of the
MS, and processing writes from other SGs.
It is difficult to download fresh data from HTTPspeaking edge caches because they do not always honor
cache control directives, for example, due to bugs, misconfiguration, or intentional shunning by the edge cache

Components

Syndicate consists of two components: a set of peer Syndicate Gateways (SG), and a scalable Metadata Service
(MS). SGs are the middleware processes that interface
between Syndicate and the existing storage elements, and
work together to implement the Volume abstraction for
3
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Figure 2: Logical representation of a manifest for a 16block object after three writes. Each SG (cylinders) hosts
the latest copies of some of the object blocks (grey areas),
which the manifest tracks. Generation nonces, last-write
timestamps, and block nonces are kept short for brevity.
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Figure 1: Example deployment of SGs between edge
caches, cloud storage, existing data sets, and application
local storage.

When an SG writes to an object, it first obtains fresh
metadata and manifest data, and sends the modified
blocks to a Replica SG in the Volume for archival to
cloud storage. The writer then generates new nonces for
the modified blocks and sends them to the coordinator.
Upon receipt, the coordinator generates a new last-write
timestamp, adds the block nonces in the manifest, and
uploads the manifest to a Replica SG as well. It then
sends the last-write timestamp to the MS for subsequent
readers to fetch. It finally acknowledges the writer SG,
completing the write operation.
From a consistency standpoint, Syndicate ensures
readers receive data as up-to-date as the downloaded
manifest, which itself is as up-to-date as the object
metadata from the MS. By default, the SG offers lastwrite-wins semantics, which is adequate for our sample applications, and is comparable to what cloud storage providers offer today (although other semantics are
possible). Reads and writes are not atomic with respect
to one another, but synchronously fetching new metadata and manifests on each read yields per-object sequential consistency, with writes observed in the coordinatorobserved order. By varying how stale cached metadata
and manifests are allowed to become, the SG can trade
stronger consistency for faster access (Section 3.3).
The SGs cache manifests and block data for locallyread objects, and continue to host recently-written data
after it has been backed up. Once durable, hosted data
is evicted once they become remotely overwritten, or if
they are infrequently accessed. Manifests for the objects
the SG coordinates are always kept resident. We allow an
application to control this policy per-object, in order to
guarantee that the object’s data remains locally available
for fast and/or off-line access.

operator. Thus to obtain fresh data, SGs use HTTP URIs
that uniquely identify the latest snapshot of the data, obviating the need for them. The challenges are to use
cache capacity efficiently, and ensure SGs discover the
correct URIs before downloading.
To address the former, SGs serve object data as fixedsized blocks (the size is application-defined). To address
the latter, a coordinator SG stores two records for each
block: a block nonce that uniquely identifies its current
contents, and the set of which SG(s) can serve a copy. It
additionally stores a unique object generation nonce assigned on creation, and a monotonically-increasing object last-write timestamp. It keeps track of this information using an object manifest (Figure 2), and uses this
information to generate block URIs.
To read an object, an SG first obtains the object’s latest
generation nonce and last-write timestamp from the MS.
Then, it generates an HTTP URI for the manifest using
these two records, as well as the object’s path. By including these records, the URI to the manifest will identify a
snapshot as fresh as the records indicate. This allows the
SG to download the manifest from the coordinator via
the edge caches and receive fresh data.
Once obtained, the manifest lets the reader construct
URIs for each of the object’s blocks. A block URI includes the path to the object in the Volume, the generation nonce, the block ID, and the block nonce. Because
the block nonce changes whenever the block is modified,
the URI will change whenever the block changes. This
way, the SG can distribute data with unmodified edge
caches and guarantee that readers see data as fresh as the
manifests indicate.
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3.3

Metadata and Consistency

directory listings, and only redownload listing when they
discover that it has changed on the MS. This way, most
of the time, the SG will have a locally cached (but potentially stale) listing for each directory along the paths to
the objects it accesses.
When given a path to an object, the SG first walks
down the cached directory listings along the path. It
breaks the path into three disjoint segments of directory
listings: the longest prefix along the path where each listing is both cached and fresh (Pf resh ), the segment of listings after this prefix that starts with a locally cached but
stale listing (Pstale ), and the segment of listings after Pstale
that are not locally cached (Pabsent ).
The SG does not need to revalidate the listings in
Pf resh , but will need to revalidate every listing in Pstale
since undiscovered changes in them can affect all subsequent listings. To do so, the SG sends the MS the cached
object id and last write fields of each listing’s directory. For each directory given, the MS will return the
new listing if it has a different last write value than
indicated by the SG. Otherwise, it either responds with
a “Not Modified” message if the directory has the same
last-write timestamp, or with a “Not Found” message if
the directory does not exist or the SG is no longer allowed to search it.
After processing the MS response, every directory listing in Pstale will be fresh. Then, for each listing in Pabsent ,
the SG sequentially downloads and caches each listing in
order to learn the object id for the next listing (which
is necessary to request it). Once all listings in Pabsent
have been downloaded, every listing along the path will
be fresh, and the SG can proceed to access the object
(whose fresh metadata is contained in its parent directory’s listing).
The intuition behind this protocol is that it usually
costs at most one RTT when objects exhibit access locality. When an object is accessed multiple times, directories that had been in Pabsent the first time will likely
be in either Pf resh or Pstale afterwards, meaning Pabsent
is usually empty. So, the cost of obtaining fresh object
metadata, fresh path metadata, and checking search permissions is usually the cost of revalidating Pstale . The SG
will not need to contact the MS at all if Pf resh includes
the entire path, or if Pstale is empty and Pabsent is not (in
which case, the object can be inferred not to exist).

While SGs handle reads and writes on object data, the
MS helps them coordinate to implement data consistency. Specifically, SGs rely on the MS to announce their
presence, to announce the objects they coordinate, to discover other SGs and their objects, and to help them read
sufficiently recent object data from one another.
The MS maintains a metadata record for every object
and directory in each Volume, as well as records for each
SG. An object/directory record is functionally similar to
an i-node, except that it does not track blocks (this is
handled by the object manifest). A listing of relevant
fields the MS tracks can be found in Table 1.
Name
type
name
object id
user id
coord id
volume id
generation
last write
perms
read ttl

Description
Object or Directory record.
App-chosen record name.
Volume-wide unique object ID.
App user ID that owns this object.
ID of the coordinator SG.
Which Volume contains this object.
Object generation nonce.
Object last-write timestamp.
Permissions for this object.
Cached lifetime on an SG.

Table 1: Partial list of fields kept in each record by the
Metadata Service.
The MS serves as the coordinator for all directories
in a Volume, and processes object/directory creation and
deletion requests on behalf of the Volume’s SGs. As
such, creations and deletions within a given directory
are serialized, ensuring that a directory’s immediate children have unique names. This ensures that an object URI
refers to at most on object, as desired.
The freshness of an object’s data is determined by how
fresh the object’s cached metadata is on the SG, which
applications control to trade consistency (freshness) for
read performance To do so, Syndicate gives each object
and directory an application-set read ttl field that tells
the SG for how long metadata can be assumed fresh after it is downloaded. This is functionally equivalent to
applying cache-control directives used today, and provides delta consistency [62] when read ttl is non-zero
(a value of zero provides sequential consistency). Syndicate additionally lets an application invalidate cached
metadata, if it needs the next read operation to obtain
fresh data.
Metadata Consistency Protocol. Since Syndicate is
intended for read-heavy workloads, we assume that directories are rarely added or removed relative to the how
often they or their children are accessed. For this reason,
SGs locally cache and revalidate metadata grouped by

3.4

Provider Composition

Beyond consistency, applications have domain-specific,
changing storage policies. To meet them, Syndicate automatically and securely distributes developer-supplied
idempotent closures to SGs, which SGs call on reads and
writes. They are used for achieving compatibility with
specific providers, and enforcing storage policies.
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When a user provisions an SG, she supplies the MS a
read-only configuration C, a read function R, and a write
function W . When it receives a read request for a manifest or block, the SG will run R with C to obtain the requested data. When it receives a write with new manifest
or block data, it will run W with C to process it.
The functional differences between SGs lie mostly in
how they implement R and W . For a User SG, W writes
block data to local storage using last-write-wins write
conflict resolution. R translates a read request and the
object metadata into cache-specific HTTP GET requests,
and downloads the data from them.
The Replica SG uses W and C to upload manifest and
block data to underlying providers, and uses R and C to
retrieve them later. It ensures W is idempotent and spaceefficient by uploading a data record unique to the version
of the data, and garbage-collecting stale data. An Acquisition SG has no W , but uses R to match an object path to
a per-object function Rob ject . Rob ject will be run to generate the requested data from the underlying data set and
perform internal caching.
Using closures in this way decouples the storage policies from the provider, creating a marketplace of reusable
R and W implementations. Compatibility with a provider
only needs to be addressed once for many applications,
and enforcement of higher-level policies, such as data
compression, encryption, erasure coding, logging, and so
on, can be embedded into these closures. Additionally,
per-application optimizations such as write-batching or
asynchronous replication can be addressed with them.
C, R, and W may be modified on a live system—for example, to update credentials, distribute keys, or fix bugs.
To address this, Syndicate treats them as special data objects. SGs will periodically refresh closure metadata and
re-download new copies automatically, using the edge
caches to scale read bandwidth.
In practice, C contains sensitive information, such as
account credentials or encryption keys. To securely distribute C, the developer first obtains the SGs’ public keys
and encrypts each SG-specific record with the appropriate key. She then signs C, R, and W before uploading
them. In this capacity, as long as the user can securely
obtain the SG’s public keys, she can rely on Syndicate to
securely distribute her closures in a scalable manner. We
address this in more detail in Section 3.6.

3.5

responsibilities between SGs when they fail.
Syndicate cannot make progress if the MS is offline.
To address this, we designed the MS to be portable across
many cloud computing platforms and compatible with
many highly-available NoSQL store implementations,
allowing the developer to choose a sufficiently reliable
cloud computing platform.
To scale application writes, Syndicate instantiates and
runs Replica SGs across an application-chosen set of
hosts, and distributes requests to them with an existing
HTTP/DNS load balancer with failure detection. Because R and W are idempotent, a read or write on a failed
Replica SG instance is simply restarted.
By default, an object’s coordinator is simply the SG
that created it. If the coordinator fails or becomes unavailable, a reader SG will simply fetch the object manifest and blocks from a Replica SG. A writer SG will
attempt to become its new coordinator, so it can process its write (and subsequent writes). Note that although
Replica SGs receive written object data, they are forbidden from serving as coordinators for security reasons.
If a coordinator SG is unresponsive to a writer, the
writer requests the MS to set the object’s coordinator
field to itself. If the MS approves, the SG reads the latest copy of its manifest from a Replica SG, updates it to
list the Replica SG as the host for all of the blocks, and
then performs its write as normal. The other SGs, including the original coordinator, will detect the change when
they next refresh its metadata. A read sent to the wrong
coordinator SG will either be redirected (on cache miss)
or will be served “stale” data that is less stale than the
object’s read ttl allows (on cache hit).
If multiple SGs attempt to become the new coordinator, the MS picks the first SG as the winner, increments
the object’s last-write timestamp, and tells the remaining
SGs to instead refresh the object’s metadata and restart
their writes. This means if a set of writer SGs are partitioned from one another, they will “take turns” becoming
the coordinator as needed until they re-establish contact.
Depending on application needs, intermittent writes will
either fail fast (i.e. the application is instructed to try
again) or be restarted internally if the wrong coordinator
attempts to process them.
Any User SG with the right capabilities can become
the coordinator of an object in the Volume, provided the
object has the appropriate permission set in its perms
field. The application can also explicitly move an object
between allowed coordinators. This is because the application “knows best” how to to place its objects across
SGs—for example, a VDI application would try to coordinate VM images with SGs close to its user, but an online document editor would try to distribute documents
across its servers’ SGs to balance load.

Scalability and Fault Tolerance

Our scalability and fault tolerance goals for Syndicate are
to ensure that it is not a performance bottleneck for an
application, and that it is available to process reads and
writes despite SG failures. To achieve this, Syndicate
scales up and distributes Replica SG instances to meet
write load, and automatically transfers object coordinator
6

3.6

Security

key pair for this session (or uses one given by the application), sends the MS the public key, and receives the
Volume’s public key and root directory listing. The MS
then generates and distributes a new certificate for it. The
SG will periodically renew its certificate, but the MS will
revoke it if it expires, if the SG shuts down normally, or
if the developer stops trusting it.
With the exception of data served to the edge caches,
Syndicate uses TLS to secure all messages between its
components. Each message is signed by the sender,
allowing other components to ignore unverifiable messages. This scheme prevents Eve from reading controlplane data, and prevents Mal from spoofing components.
A compromised SG is limited to damaging its Volume(s), and only as far as its capabilities allow. These
capabilities are used to ensure that an Acquisition SG is
only allowed to create a limited number of read-only objects and directories (the MS takes care of deleting them
when its certificate is revoked). They also ensure that
a Replica SG may never interact with Volume metadata
beyond pulling new certificate data.
To limit the damage Mal can do with a compromised
User SG, an application can specify for an entire Volume
which SGs have the capability to write to objects, and
which can coordinate objects (without either, a User SG
is read-only, and does not participate in certificate distribution). In addition, the application compartmentalizes
data by partitioning objects across multiple Volumes.

To address security, Syndicate concerns itself with providing a trusted storage layer on top of an application’s
hosts, using the application to bootstrap trust between
components. This lets the application developer avoid
trusting existing services, and creates an environment for
the application to securely implement data privacy and
distribute sensitive control-plane information.
Our threat model assumes that eavesdroppers (Eve)
can read data on the network, but not within Syndicate
components or the MS’s storage. We also assume that
malicious agents (Mal) try to spoof the MS and SGs, and
try to compromise SGs. As such, Syndicate ensures that
only authorized SGs may participate in a Volume, and
only if they are running on behalf of their user on a designated host/port. Even then, they may only interact with
the Volume according to developer-given capabilities.
To enforce this, each Volume acts as a certificate authority for its SGs. The Volume maintains a signed certificate for each of its SGs, identifying the information
listed in Table 2. Each SG keeps a certificate bundle for
all other SGs in the same Volume.
Field
pubkey
hostname
port
user id
volume ids
capabilities
issued
expires
revoked

Description
The SG’s current public key.
The host on which the SG runs.
The port on which the SG listens.
App user ID running the SG.
IDs of this SG’s Volumes.
The SG’s per-Volume capabilities.
Certificate issue date.
Certificate expiration date.
Revocation status of this certificate.
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Implementation

Building Syndicate resulted in two important artifacts:
a generic and scalable Metadata Service, and a “narrow
waist” interface between applications and providers.
The first, which includes a client-side library, let an
application use unchanging URIs (i.e. object paths) to
download guaranteed-fresh mutable data from underlying caches, without relying on them for consistency. The
client library manages manifests and caching, and provides an API for uploading new metadata.
To scale on top of a NoSQL store while providing
filesystem-like metadata consistency, the MS divides a
record into into a seldom-written “base” record, and a set
of often-written “shard” records. Writes are distributed
across shards, so the MS can batch outstanding writes regardless of how long an individual put operation in the
store takes. They are recombined into a whole record by
selecting the shard with the largest last-write timestamp,
providing last-write-wins write semantics. Base records
are transactionally created to prevent name conflicts.
The second artifact is an application-controlled cloud
abstraction layer, which forms a “narrow waist” between
applications and providers. This facilitates rapid storage
service deployment by reducing the task of creating a

Table 2: Summary of the fields kept in an SG certificate.
To distribute and revoke certificates at scale, SGs treat
their certificate bundle as a Syndicate object, where each
certificate is a block. The MS and SGs gossip its cryptographic hash and last-write timestamp. When either
value changes (due to the addition or revocation of a
certificate), the SGs synchronize their certificate bundle
with the MS by fetching the bundle’s manifest, fetching
new certificate data through edge caches, and deleting
MS-revoked or expired certificates.
The application bootstraps trust between the SG and
the MS. When the developer installs an SG on a host,
she gives it a set of secret credentials to use to register
itself with the MS upon instantiation. It submits these
credentials (via TLS) to an OpenID [48] provider, which
the MS is configured to trust (i.e. either a 3rd party one,
or one built into the application logic). It then vouches
for the authenticity of both components to each other.
Once authenticated, the SG generates a public/private
7

custom storage system to deploying the appropriate SGs.
It also facilitates independent provider evolution by reducing the task of supporting legacy applications to providing the R and W that lets them continue to leverage the
provider in the face of otherwise-incompatible changes.
Broadly, there two deployment models for Syndicate,
depending on whether or not the application is peer-topeer or client/server. In the first model, each peer runs
a write- and coordinate-capable SG. This is the deployment model we use today on PlanetLab [46].
In the second model, application servers run write- and
coordinate-capable SGs, and a scalable number of clients
run read-only SGs and send writes directly to application
servers. This model dovetails with Web application design, where Web page (client) does not write to the storage tier (server SG) directly, but instead sends data to the
application tier to write it on its behalf.
In both cases, Replica SGs may be colocated with User
SGs, or deployed in a separate cluster. The former horizontally scales writes to cloud storage, but consumes extra application resources. The latter provides the cost and
security benefits of a dedicated, isolated storage tier, but
at the expense of one more network hop per write.

pending on what we needed to measure.
We built a CDN from Squid [54] caches on top
of 40 VICCI [66] nodes distributed evenly across the
four North American sites. We used the Aura request
router [8] (based on [67]) with a variant of consistent
hashing to distribute a client request to one of three
VICCI nodes, based on the client IP address.
The PlanetLab caches were configured to use 256MB
of RAM and 1GB of disk. The VICCI caches were configured to use 1GB of RAM and 8GB of disk. These
sizes were chosen to be big enough to store our working
set, so as to consistently measure the performance of hitting partially-cached object data. In addition, PlanetLab
nodes were limited to 10Mbps maximum bandwidth and
10GB maximum data sent per day.
We set up the MS with the configuration we plan to
offer users (others are possible, at different price-points).
Each MS instance in Google AppEngine had a 1GHz virtual CPU and 512MB RAM. We used the High Replication Datastore (HRD) for storing and replicating MS
records (where individual record replication is coordinated via Paxos [34]). We allocated 50 static instances,
and allowed Google to start more automatically.

5

5.2

Evaluation

Because Syndicate is storage middleware, it is on the
critical path for reads and writes. We focus on quantifying the I/O overhead Syndicate introduces on top of directly leveraging the underlying infrastructure. The common theme in our evaluation is to measure the systemic
performance for a particular set of operations, and then
break down where time was spent—how much in Syndicate, and how much in the underlying infrastructure.
We do so by examining the relative performance of Syndicate on top of controlled infrastructure, compared to
directly accessing data. We show that a large fraction of
I/O overhead can be reduced simply by leveraging better
infrastructure, validating the need for our system.
Due to its immediate applicability to PlanetLab users,
we focus on evaluating the peer-to-peer deployment
model. This extends to understanding the performance of
our example applications—the scientists’ workstations,
the document servers, and VDI VM servers all run both
a User SGs and Replica SGs to process, store, and serve
data to one another across the wide-area.

5.1

Metadata Operations

While a scalable number of SGs read and write a scalable number objects, each SG contends with an interactive workload. Since each SG communicates with the
MS as part of its control plane, the choice of MS platform will influence Syndicate’s overhead.
To understand how, we measured the time taken by a
metadata operation between the call into the MS client
library and its return. This includes the added latency
from the MS platform, which we measure indirectly by
measuring the time taken by our MS code to process a
request.
We simulated a set of peer SGs managing a peerspecific directory of peer-specific objects, which is a
common access pattern for our sample applications. We
first had each SG create a top-level directory in the Volume (“Mkdir”), forcing the MS to serialize many directory writes at once. We then had each SG create an object within this directory (“Create”), where no serialization is required. Afterwards, each SG wrote new metadata for the object (“Update”) and then redownloaded all
metadata for its path (“Revalidate”). Finally, each SG
deleted the object (“Unlink”) and then its parent directory (“Rmdir”).
We started each SGs in a staggered fashion, so as to
maximize churn in the MS. Each SG used a keep-alive
HTTPS connection to issue the requests; the latency of
the initial SSL negotiation is omitted (since it is noticed
only when the SG registers with the MS). The runtimes

Testbed

We selected 300 PlanetLab nodes with the shortest
ssh connection times, and provisioned a User SG and
Replica SG on each. The User SG leveraged a local
Squid [54] cache to store recently-read block and manifest data. We varied the behavior of the Replica SG de8

are summarized in Figure 3.
MS Operation Latency
Revalidate
Write
Create
Mkdir
Delete
Rmdir

Seconds

6.75
6.50
6.25
6.00
5.75
5.50
5.25
5.00
4.75
4.50
4.25
4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25
3.00
2.75
2.50
2.25
2.00
1.75
1.50
1.25
1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00

size to make it sufficiently large to merit distribution by
CDN, and chose 100 blocks to generate a large number
of GET requests at once (30,000 blocks and 300 manifest
requests, or about 2GB of data, per experiment). In the
context of our sample applications, a single object represents a piece of experimental data, a large document, or
a VM’s session information.
In these experiments, object data was stored on local
disk on each VM and and read sequentially by the User
SG. Due to its similarity to the Replica and Acquisition
SGs in processing reads (beyond evaluating a specific R
function), the insights into its overhead extend to understanding the the other two SGs’ read overheads.
Read Latency. To understand Syndicate’s overhead
for accessing data, we measured read latency for reading
the object sequentially, from both local and remote SGs.
We defined latency as the wall-clock time between entering the call to read() and the receipt of the first byte of
object data in the SG, in order to account for all the overhead of preparing to receive data (namely, revalidating
the object metadata and downloading a fresh manifest).
To ensure the SG did not falsely report zero latency on remote reads, we used cold caches and had each SG choose
a remote object at random to read.
The local read latencies for the SGs are summarized in
Figure 4, and the remote read latencies in Figure 5. In the
local case, there is no appreciable latency difference between reading local data through Syndicate (“Read, local object”) and reading 100 60KB local files directly
(“Read, disk”). Almost all of the overhead comes from
revalidating the object’s metadata first (“Read, local object + Revalidate”).

mean

median

90th percentile

99th percentile

Figure 3: Metadata operation times (in seconds) across
300 PlanetLab nodes. Error bars are one standard deviation.
In addition, we recorded Google AppEngine’s selfreported performance for the API calls we leverage [29].
Their performances, as well the number of times each
MS operation uses them, are summarized in Table 3.
Note that a datastore get is called whenever a memcache
get fails.
Using the AppStats [7] middleware, we confirmed that
each operation ran at least as slowly as the minimum
times indicated by GAE’s self-reporting. Additionally,
we observed that most of the latency of each operation
(particularly higher percentiles) was due to GAE buffering our requests internally—GAE holds a request for up
to 10s before allowing a tenant to process it. The reason “Revalidate” operations are so short relative to the
rest is because most of the time, it only interacts with
memcache, making it a much faster operation.
While we can improve MS performance by using
a lower-latency platform, making namespace updates
atomic in “Create” is nevertheless a costly but necessary
operation. Regardless, the MS is able to deliver metadata to readers quickly enough for interactive workloads
even under degenerate conditions– -when the SG has not
cached any metadata, when there is a high buffering time
in the provider, and when there is a lot of churn in the
directory structure. This is adequate for our sample applications.

5.3

Local Read Latency for a 100-block Object with 60KB Blocks
Read, disk
2.0
1.87
Read, local object
Read, local object + Revalidate

Time (seconds)

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.93

0.36
0.22

0.0

Reads and Consistency

0.00 0.00
Mean

0.00 0.00
Median

0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
90th percentile 99th percentile

Figure 4: Read latencies on a local object’s data. Error
bars are one standard deviation.

To evaluate Syndicate’s overhead for reading consistent
data, we had each VM create and then read a 6MB object comprised of 100 60KB blocks. We chose this object

In the remote case, the SG first downloaded the man9

Operation
datastore get
datastore put
datastore update
datastore query
memcache get
memcache set
HTTPS GET

Min (ms)
35
45
50
80
1
2
25

Max (ms)
65
70
120
150
10
10
100

Create/Mkdir
0-2
1
1
0
4
4
1

Revalidate
0-1
0
0
0-1
2
2
1

Update
0-1
1
0
0
2
3
1

Unlink/Rmdir
0-2
3
0
0-1
3
6
1

Table 3: Approximate (self-reported) min/max latency from Google AppEngine on API calls, and the numbers of each
API method synchronously called by each Syndicate metadata operation. The update operation is a transaction of
one get and one put.
receiving the first and last byte of data, after the manifest and metadata had been downloaded. We used both
cold and warm caches on remote reads, to compare the
worst-case performance (local and CDN cache miss) to
the best-case (local and CDN cache hit). To serve as a
baseline comparison for remote reads in both cases, we
used the curl program to download the same 100 60KB
blocks. With both curl and the SG, each block was
fetched sequentially and as separate requests.
The results are summarized in Figure 6 (note the logarithmic time axis). Unsurprisingly, reading all 100 60KB
blocks of a local object on the SG (“Read, local object”)
and directly reading them (“Read, disk”) are comparable, with Syndicate adding 30ms extra time in the 99th
percentile.
However, the SG was consistently faster than curl
when reading locally-cached block data (“Read, CDN
(cache hit)” versus “Read, Remote Object (cache hit)”).
This was due to the slowdown added by running the
curl program once for each block, whereas the SG used
libcurl to sequentially fetch blocks and thus benefitted from preserving library state across requests. Specifically, most of the difference was from reusing cached
DNS queries.
This time difference is also visible when reading block
data through cold caches (“Read, CDN (cache miss)”
versus “Read, remote object (cache miss)”), and is consistent with the difference observed when reading cached
data. This suggests that read bandwidth of the SG versus curl is otherwise comparable, and indicates that the
CDN was the limiting factor to read times.
Reads with Writes. To demonstrate the overall effect
of reading data after it is written, we had 299 SGs concurrently read the 300th SG’s object after a controlled
percentage of its blocks were overwritten. After a write,
each remote SG downloaded the new metadata and manifest, and sequentially read all of the object’s blocks from
warm caches. We warmed the caches prior to the first
write by having each SG read the object’s blocks. We
also disabled cache control directives, requiring the local
caches and CDN to keep data indefinitely.

Remote Read Latency for a 100-block Object with 60KB Blocks
5.59
Read, CDN (cache miss)
5.5
5.38
Read, manifest (cache miss)
5.0
Read, manifest (cache miss) + Revalidate

4.5
Time (seconds)

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

1.36
0.59 0.52

0.77

Mean

0.34

0.55

0.00
Median

0.90
0.07
0.01
90th percentile 99th percentile

Figure 5: Read latencies on a remote object’s data. Error
bars are one standard deviation.
ifest before reading the object data. We compare the latency added by downloading the manifest only (“Read,
manifest (cache miss)”) to the latency added by downloading the manifest and also refreshing the object metadata (“Read, manifest (cache miss) + Revalidate”). As a
baseline comparison, we additionally measured latency
added just by contacting the CDN for object data (“Read,
CDN (cache miss)”).
We see that the latency added by the CDN is very
small—70ms in the 99th percentile—and that most of
the overall latency comes from fetching the manifest
on cache miss. However, a local SG evaluation shows
that it can generate and parse responses for manifest requests much more quickly than this test indicates, suggesting that the underlying infrastructure—the wide-area
network and PlanetLab VMs—contributes most of the
latency, and that replacing it with faster infrastructure
would reduce it.
Read Times. We measured the read time for the object on each SG as the wall-clock time elapsed between
10

10

102
Time (log seconds)

Read Times for a 100-Block Object with 60KB Blocks
Read, CDN (cache hit)
Read, CDN (cache miss)
Read, remote object (cache hit)
Read, remote object (cache miss)

Read, disk
Read, local object

3

76.00 78.21

26.56

101
10

6.80

3.36

2.07

0

0.92

0.46

0.81
0.14

10-1
0.01

10-2

0.08 0.11

0.02 0.03

0.01

0.01

0.00

10-3

465.58427.45

137.71129.17

53.38 63.08

Mean

Median

90th percentile

99th percentile

Figure 6: Read times of Syndicate, as compared against reading blocks directly from disk and directly from the CDN
(on both cache hit and miss). Note that the Y axis is in log-scale. Error bars are one standard deviation. Numbers on
each bar are in seconds.

Remote Read Times after Write
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Write Times for a 100-Block Object with 60KB Blocks
Write, disk
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4.0

11.25
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224.93

simply writing 100 60KB files to disk (“Write, disk”).
The results are summarized in Figure 8.

100%

3.5

3.09

3.0
2.5
2.0

1.86

1.85

1.5

Figure 7: Times taken to read a remote object after a
given percent of its blocks were modified. Note that the Y
axis is in log-scale.

1.0
0.5
0.0

We overwrote the object in 10% increments, and measured the total time to read the object as the wall-clock
time between the application calling read() and read()
returning. The times are summarized in Figure 7.
Predictably, there is a roughly linear correlation between the fraction of modified blocks and the total read
time, in all percentiles. This validates the benefit of
breaking objects into chunks in the storage layer, and
managing consistency separately from data locality—
readers hit unmodified data in the cache and redownload
modified data automatically, without needing cache control directives.

5.4

0.76
0.04 0.09
Mean

0.02 0.03
Median

0.25
0.11 0.22
90th percentile 99th percentile

Figure 8: Times taken to write a local object’s data. Error bars are one standard deviation.
In comparing writing directly to disk to writing to the
SG, we observe that Syndicate adds a 3x write overhead
in the 99th percentile, but a 1.5x overhead in the 50th
percentile. This is due to two factors: keeping the manifest up-to-date with written data, and preserving some
extra state on disk to track the last-write nonce. Both of
these routines are not yet optimized in our SG prototype.
Nevertheless, the cost of updating the last-write nonce on
the MS dominates the cost to write this object.

Writes and Consistency

To measure how much overhead writes introduce, we
measured the time taken to write all the object data to local disk (“Write, local object”), as well as the time taken
to additionally send a new last-write nonce to the MS
(“Write + MS update”). We compared both scenarios to

5.5

Discussion

While this is a preliminary evaluation, we believe it provides enough information to demonstrate that Syndicate
not only works, but also that our example applications
11

(and others) could benefit by using it in read-heavy but
read-write interactive workloads.
One take-away is that the choice of infrastructure
plays a big role in determining Syndicate’s performance.
This is by design, because the performance benefits a
provider can offer should be passed on to the application
whenever possible.
We are in the process of deploying Syndicate as a permanent service in PlanetLab, such that users will automatically receive one Volume per slice, and each VM
will automatically install and mount our FUSE SG. Our
full running system will leverage a private instance of the
CoBlitz [45] CDN deployed on VICCI. We will maintain
a set of Replica SGs for popular cloud storage providers,
which users may choose when creating their Volumes.

6

tems for cloud-hosted applications. Whereas prior works
relied on system-specific caches and used client/cache
polling, object leases, and cache invalidation protocols
(such as [60, 31, 38, 30]) to scalably deliver consistent
data to readers (if they used them at all), Syndicate exploits already-deployed, unmodified Web caches to obtain a scalable data and control plane. In doing so, Syndicate complements prior and future caching and storage
systems by letting applications use any of them transparently as underlying providers.
Web thin clients (such as [26]) combine local and
cloud storage to reduce operating costs. However, they
are vertically integrated, making it difficult to use infrastructure beyond what the vender supports.

7

Related Work

Conclusion

This paper presents Syndicate, a wide-area storage service that is unique in how it composes existing cloud
storage, edge caches, and local storage to take advantage
of the unique capabilities each offers. By addressing consistency, storage security, and storage policies as a layer
on top of them, Syndicate offers applications a virtual
cloud storage service with the underlying capabilities of
leveraged components. The key to doing so coherently is
our novel consistency protocol, which leverages existing
edge caches to deliver consistent data and control plane
information to a scalable number of end-points. Our prototype implementation validates the design, and demonstrates that Syndicate passes on the benefits of underlying systems to applications, minus a small, configurable
overhead.
By interpositioning Syndicate gateways between the
key participants and manipulating the underlying transport protocol (HTTP) and naming scheme (URIs), Syndicate is able to transparently leverage those existing services without modification, and in doing so, gives users
the opportunity to select among alternatives (based on
their own criteria, including cost), and yet benefit from
the wide-spread deployment and ongoing operational
support they provide (freeing them from deploying and
operating a global service on their own). In doing so, we
democratize cloud storage by enabling user choice and
lowering the barrier to entry.
Beyond the specifics of wide-area storage, we believe
Syndicate represents an emerging style of building network system services through the composition of existing cloud services, and in doing so, has the potential to
encourage a more efficient marketplace for them.

Syndicate adds to a growing body of work on leveraging existing storage systems, where the main contributions are in separating storage concerns into independent components, and applying the end-to-end principle [52] to move storage features to application endpoints. Separating consistency has been exploited to provide causal consistency [9], ACID semantics [37], and
key-group transactions [17, 25] on top of unmodified
cloud storage. Separating access and admission control
has been achieved with Kerberos [55], and is exploited
today in Web applications with federated identity management [48, 59, 43] for single sign-on. Cloud storage
customers enforce storage policies transparently using
cloud storage gateways—on-site middleboxes that apply
the policies locally (examples include [50, 3, 65]). Customers can also mount certain cloud storage as filesystems [19, 4], and then layer special-purpose filesystems
on top of them that apply storage policies transparently
(such as encryption [20]).
Unlike prior work, Syndicate separates all of these
concerns in a coherent manner. By applying our consistency protocol to both data and control plane information. we leverage edge caches to distribute object data,
process certificates, and install end-point functionality in
a scalable, secure way.
Many peer-to-peer storage systems [49, 58, 16, 39,
56, 51, 61], caching systems [22, 33, 18, 12], and distributed filesystems [32, 68, 69, 57, 2, 36, 6, 44] have preceded Syndicate, and address consistency, security, and
storage policy in different contexts while offering similar feature sets. Syndicate differs from these systems in
two ways: its approach to systems building, and how it
leverages caches. Whereas prior works focus on combining resource-constrained hosts to form scalable storage systems, Syndicate focuses on a general way of combining scalable storage systems into virtual storage sys-
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